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Appendix A
Dispersed Electricity Technology

Assessment (DELTA) Model

The DELTA model is a linear programing mathemat-
ical model used to calculate the costs of satisfying elec-
tric, heating, and cooling demands of a particular elec-
tric utility, given the capital equipment in operation
in 1980. The model computes a capacity expansion
plan that minimizes the time-discounted sum of capi-
tal, operating, and fuel costs.

This appendix is divided into three sections: first,
a description of the major assumptions used in the for-
mulation of the model; second, a list of all the vari-
ables and notations used in the model equation set;
and third, the equation-by-equation description.

Major Assumptions and Model
Formulation

All of the major assumptions used in the DELTA
model are described in chapter 5. They are summar-
ized below:

First, the model uses the linear programing type of
mathematical programing in its representation of the
utility system. Second, the model only simulates co-
generation that is connected to the grid. Third, the
model divides the entire commercial sector into three
subsectors corresponding to three types of demand
patterns: multifamily, hospitals/hotels, and 9-to-5 office
buildings. Fourth, the model uses the eight different
types of daily load cycles in its representation of elec-
trical, heating, and cooling demands, Fifth, the model
has two different types of fuel price paths. Sixth, three
different sample utility systems were used. Seventh,
different assumptions were made to represent the vari-
ous technologies, the way they operate, and the finan-
cial structure of the utility region.

As mentioned in chapter 5, the model uses three
types of energy demands—electrical, thermal heating,
and cooling—that must be met by a combination of
electrical and thermal generation. A schematic for the
general structure of the model (for a particular subsec-
tor) is given in figure A-1.

Notation And Variables Used

Each variable (representing particular activities of a
utility) may have up to five subscripts for its mathemat-
ical shorthand. The subscripts are:

n— for each centralized technology type [e.g., n = 1
(baseload), n=2 (intermediate), n=3 (peak-
ing)];
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s– for subsector (multifamily, hospitals/hotels,
9-to-S office buildings);

y– for time period (O is 1980, 1 is 1990, 2 is 2000);
d– for the day type (eight different ones, e.g., peak

summer weekend day); and
h– for the hour of the day represented.
For each individual dispersed type of technology

represented and each subsectors and year, day, and
hour y, d, h, we represent the various activities with
the following mathematical shorthand. Power output
is measured in megawatt hours, while capacity is
measured in megawatts. One thermal megawatt is
equal to 3.412 million Btu/hr.

COGsydh

cocsy

T H Gs y d h

T H Csy

E C Dsydh

is the cogeneration electrical power out-
put in subsector s at time y, d, h.
is the cogeneration power capacity in sub-
sector s at year y.
is the electrical heating power generation
in subsector s at time y, d, h.
is the electrical heating power capacity in
subsector s at year y.
is the electric air conditioning output in
subsector s at time y, d, h.
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ECCsy is the electric air conditioning capacity in
subsector s at year y.

TCDsydh is the thermal (absorptive) air condition-
ing output in subsector s at time y, d, h.

TCCsy is the thermal (absorptive) air condition-
ing capacity in subsector s at year y.

SPHsydh is the thermal heating output in subsec-
tor s in time y, d, h.

There are also the electrical generation variables,
that are represented for the different types of central-
ized technologies n and time y, d, h:

ELGnydh is the central electric power generation for
technology n and time y, d, h (measured
in MWh).

ELCnY is the central electric power capacity for
technology n and year y (measured in
MW).

Finally, there are three variables that represent the
thermal storage activities for each subsectors and time
y, d, h:

TOTsydh

TINsydh

TECsy

is the dispersed thermal storage output for
subsectors and time y, d, h (measured in
MWh).
is the dispersed thermal storage input for
subsectors and time y,d, h (measured in
MWh).
is the dispersed thermal storage energy
capacity for subsectors and year y (meas-
ured in MW).

The input and output variables are measured in
megawatts, while the capacity is measured in
megawatt-hours.

The various technological characteristics are abbre-
viated mathematically with the following shorthand:

An is the availability of equipment of technol-
ogy type n to provide power.

MANnYd is the amount of time that technology type
n is out of service for maintenance in year
y and day d.

C(.) is the annual capital cost or operating cost
for each capacity activity variable (.)

DISCY is the real discount factor for both capital
and operating costs.

The three types of energy demands are abbreviated:
ELDydh is electrical demand in time y, d, h.

CLDsydh is the thermal cooling demand for subsec-
tor s in time y, d, h.

HTDsydh is the thermal heating demand for subsec-
tor s in time y, d, h.

The DELTA model is fixed for certain time periods,
with NDd being the number of days per year of day
type d.

Equation Description

As in standard with linear programing-type of for-
mulations, we divide our description of the equations
into two parts: first a description of the objective func-
tion and then the constraints.

Objective Function

The objective function is to minimize the sum of dis-
counted (over the time period of the model back to
1980 dollars) the annual costs of operation and capac-
ity of electric generation, cooling, heating, and the
costs of thermal storage. The mathematical descrip-
tion

min
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